
New Year's training start "Temp-O DniproTest # 3" 

#Online 02-09 January 2021 

Bulletin 1 

Description of the competition 

These competitions are training, continuation of the «Trail-Online» theme and preparation for the 

new season of 2021. 

We kindly ask participants to provide reliable data in the Google Form (last name, first name, team 

/ personally, country) - the ability to draw up protocols directly depends on this. 

Competition time - 10:00 02.01.2021 - 20:00 09.01.2021 (GMT + 2 Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine). 

Location - Pribrezhny Square (Dnepropetrovsk, online). 

Distance chief- Dmitry Kurochkin (Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine). 

The type of competition "Internet-TrailO-Start", of the existing types of trail competitions, is more 

reminiscent of a classic distance. 

What is the meaning of the competition in the "Internet TrailO"? On the main photo of each station, 

you see the situation from the "point of determination" - all flags are signed with letters of the Latin 

alphabet and the direction to the North is given ("N" - Nord). For each task, it is necessary to 

determine which of the flags stands on the ground at the point corresponding to the center of the 

circle (drawn on the map) and at the same time satisfies the legend described in the table. The maps 

are made in orienteering marks, and the checkpoint legends also meet the orienteering checkpoint 

legend standard. If none of the flags matches, then the answer for this problem is Z ("Zero"). 

At this start, there are 3 stations:  

1 station - 6 flags (AF) - five tasks. 

Station 2 - 6 flags (AF) - five tasks. 

Station 3 - 6 Flags (AF) - five quests.  

15 quests in total. 

Answer Z ("Zero") is possible. 

Map info 

Terrain type: Park. Scale 1: 2500. ISOM 2017 Symbols (4000 Sprint). 

Relief section 2.0 m. 



  

Sample card and commercial proposal on photos 

Ranking: 1) The first indicator is the number of answers that coincided with the judges' (who has 

more - he is higher in the protocol); if the first indicator is the same, then ... 2) The second ranking 

indicator is who sent (fixed) the answer earlier. 

"Zero-tolerance": 1) The maximum permissible deviation for areal and linear landmarks (if this is 

not another legend or another object) from the real point is a distance of 3 meters (that is, for the 

answer "Zero" with the same legend, you need a deviation of 3 meters or more). If the legend is 

different, then the magnitude of the deviation is no longer important. 2) On an off-scale reference 

point, the permissible deviation in the cardinal points from the required 135 degrees. To answer 

"Zero" you need a deviation of more than 135 degrees. 

Start: The start is carried out using Google Form with 10:00 01/02/2021 - 20:00 01/09/2021 (GMT 

+ 2 Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine). 

The results and solutions will be sent by mail to each participant on January 10, 2021, as well as 

posted on the website http://orienteering.dp.ua/ after the end of the competition. 

All discussions regarding the correctness and correctness of tasks and their solutions can be 

conducted in a special form for feedback after the last answer. Also, a link to the feedback 

form is available separately on the website. 

Link to Google Form: https://forms.gle/kZR4UBzgwNDLpjUE8 

Leave reviews:https://forms.gle/mzDcwsCeZ8ysPtDC7 

Pay attention to all the points that need to be completed when filling out the form.  

Follow the updates and changes on our website - http://orienteering.dp.ua/  

Have a nice start! 
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